
US MSO Assures Network Health with VSS Monitoring-

Case Study

Business Challenges
As a major cable entertainment and broadband services provider in the U.S. with over six mil-
lion customers, a leading MSO has always pushed the innovation envelope. They pioneered 
bundling of television, Internet and telephone services – creating what is now the standard 
triple-play provider business model in the industry today.

In the face of the bandwidth explosion of the 21st century, the MSO recognized the need to 
transition their network to 10 GigE. Their streaming over-the-top video, video on demand, 
and cable data network operations require 24x7 network analysis, which is the foundation 
of their award-wining customer care. The system presents a real-time view of the health and 
performance of the network based on latency, packet loss and jitter measurements at multiple 
monitoring points.

“The obvious problem was the existing 1 GigE probes that feed data into our monitoring 
systems,” said the senior network architect on the project. “Of course 1 GigE ports cannot con-
nect directly to a 10 GigE network. But beyond that, a single probe was no longer sufficient 
for the traffic it would see at any given monitoring point in the network. And if we deployed 
multiple probes, how would the traffic get distributed across those probes?”

The Requirements
The MSO began the search for a system to connect the existing monitoring system to the new 
High-performance network. The requirements included the speed issues, but also other features 
essential to monitoring the network.

 � Connect 1 GigE probes to the 10 GigE network
 � Load balance the traffic from the 10 GigE network across multiple 1 GigE probes to support line-
rate analysis at 10 GigE
 � Handle bursty video transmissions
 � Filter traffic based on a range of criteria as required by the analysis solution
 � Cost-effectively grow in number of ports and number of units as expansion continues

It became obvious early on that network taps were the appropriate solution, but as search 
progressed, other requirements became apparent.

 � Copper 1 GigE taps require a fail-safe tap solution
 � Load-balancing must be session aware
 � All taps must be able to accommodate microbursts without dropping traffic

Taking all the requirements as a whole, the MSO found only one solution that could address 
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Business Challenges
 � Expand the network, upgrading to 10 GigE, 
and accommodate the existing 1 GigE network 
monitoring system

Selection Criteria
 � Session-aware load-balancing

 � Handle microbursts w/o loss

 � Support cost-effective growth

Monitoring Solutions
 � V24 Expert

 � V12.12 All Optical Tap

 � V16x8 1 GE Copper Tap

Benefits
 � Leverage existing monitoring infrastructure

 � Increase analyzer efficiency through filtering

 �Manage the entire traffic capture infrastructure 
from a single GUI

Savings
 � Through aggregation and filtering, the solution 
reduced three proposed probes to one, provid-
ing over 60% savings on probes and switch 
ports

“Implementing a distributed traffic capture architec-
ture was surprisingly simple with VSS Monitoring.” 
–Senior network architect, US MSO
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them all. “I was actually surprised by the level of sophistication and 
functionality available, way beyond what I expected for a network 
tap solution,” the architect said. 

The solution
VSS Monitoring distributed traffic capture addresses all of the MSO’s 
requirements and more with a two-tier implementation. Fail-safe pas-
sive 10 GigE taps (V12x12) placed at all monitoring points ag-
gregate captured traffic into multiple distributed taps (V24) per site, 
which load-balance the traffic across multiple 1 GigE probes, based 
on up to ten different criteria. 

vAssure guarantees link and session continuity regardless of the state 
of the taps, and microburst mitigation via VSS Monitoring high data 
burst buffers means the monitoring system sees every packet that is 
transmitted. 

Benefits of VSS solution
“Microburst mitigation and vAssure are very important to us because 
we rely on latency, jitter and packet loss metrics to assure network 
health and performance, “the architect said. “The traffic capture in-
frastructure has to deliver 100 percent of the traffic without impair-
ments.” 

In addition, advanced filtering capabilities lets the MSO configure the 
system to forward only the captured traffic required for monitoring, 
meaning that the probes no longer have to waste processor cycles 
inspecting and discarding unwanted traffic. This feature significantly 
increases efficiency in the monitoring system.

The ability to distribute the taps geographically among multiple sites 
and manage them as a single system via vStack+ is very important 
to the MSO. Central management means network engineers can take 
traffic from any point in any location and direct it to a specific tool 
located anywhere else in the network.

They also benefit from another unexpected feature – a self-learning 
multi-unit infrastructure. Unlike other systems in which every box must 
be configured manually with a command-interface to be made aware 
of new hardware, the V24 automatically reconfigures itself as other 
units are added or removed, significantly reducing turn up costs dur-
ing network expansion.

“We will continue to expand our network,” the architect  said. “The 
wide range of options available from VSS Monitoring   means we 
can expand our traffic capture infrastructure cost-effectively as our 
network planning requires. That’s huge.” 

 

Sidebar: vAssure
vAssure is a VSS Monitoring technology for tapping Gigabit cop-
per links so that the failover/switchover of the network connection 
from a tapped state to a directly-connected state (in the event 
of tap power-on, power-off or link state change) registers under 
100 ms (typically 30-60 ms). This feature is critical to the continu-
ous operation of outage-sensitive networks. Without vAssure, the 
normal time to re-establish a link (in standard auto-negotiation 
mode) is between 1-3 seconds, a fatal delay in production envi-
ronments, where anything over 200 ms causes the link to drop.


